Funcity Pirate
Bounce House
A truly unique playground
Jumping, climbing, crawling, sliding... everything is possible on these Fun City inflatables! Impress with the
Fun City Pirate and become the hero of every kids’ party, neighborhood barbecue or other festive event.
This Fun City is an eye-catcher in itself, with a slide in the corner, a 3D object on the jumping surface and
the cool design in a pirate theme. Create an experience to remember!

Inflated product

Setting up / Break down

A complete package, easy to set up

Length

18ft

Setup/Dismantling duration

approx. 10 minutes

Setting up this pirate-themed Fun City is quick and easy, it takes no more than 10 minutes. This inflatable
can easily be transported because of its compact roll-up design. It is supplied with a blower, anchoring
material, a transport bag and a clear manual conveniently included. In short: the complete package for a
wonderful experience!

Width

16ft

Persons to setup/dismantle

2 persons

Height

12ft

Blowers

1,1 kW x 1

All JB inflatables have several reinforced tension points, are multiply stitched and are made of strong,
high-quality PVC to make them durable and easy to keep clean. In addition, they come with a 5-year
warranty, which allows you to offer a product with years of optimum playing fun.

Amount of players

12

Weight per blower

Blower 1,1 kW = 37.48 lbs

Purchase this Fun City with a pirate theme and give your customers a fantastic day to remember.

Specifications packaged product

General

Length

3ft

SKU

01.067.001.002

Depth

4ft

Warranty

1 year warranty

Weight

304lbs

Service

5 years service

Amount of packages

1x

Including

Logbook / manual
Repair kit
Certificate
Anchoring material
Blower (s)
Safety rules (for abroad)
Transport bag

Super strong material and a warranty of no less than 5 years

Opt for JB like 15,000 customers have done before you
For over 15 years, JB has made people around the world jump for joy, more often than not literally! Our
team of designers, developers and logistics staff supply unique inflatable attractions in a grand way and
customers can rely on our professional service and delivery. Experience for yourself why our customers
tend to call us ‘creators of greatness’.

